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About This Game

Great first-person shooter with excellent graphics and fun gameplay. In the city where you live as a retired soldier, one night
scary creatures rushed in, followed closely by soldiers. Their task is to eliminate all monsters that escaped from their

laboratories, as well as all the people who saw too much! Your mission is to get out of town and move far away from here.
However, everything is never as easy as it looks...
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Short game with an idea.
For me, this game has to work on these things:
-hero with a sounds (like breathing,groaning);
-extended tutorial to test more our possibilities;
-pleasing to use menu/bow;

Nonetheless,it's worth giving a shot. On design level the game is very inspiring, definitely I'm going to do a fanart of this.. When
You Get Portal And Portal 2

You've Gotta Play Mel And Apeture Tag

But For Portal This A Absoullutlly Mindbogginglly Amazing Experience
I Love It. Nice game, but you need some "Reading skills".

Is a Story game where you choice tru actions how will be the final of the story.

Have three stories to follow and can entretain you some time.

Have Cards and the Price is fine, I catched it on a bundle with others for a buck.. Have to have a controller or else you can not
play.

Local multiplayer only.. Funny game. Easy gameplay but hard objectives. Played about 10hrs - it´s fun and easy to play.. I love
how i was re living the show. Okay...a thumbs up, but I have to warn that this is just for the price point, and that this is a game
for a niche audience. Namely: very adept puzzle gamers.

Yes, this is a sideway scroller and there are some jumping puzzles. It is, however, far from the main selling point of the game,
and...rather conceal what the game is really about. And that is: puzzles revolving around light spheres. This is best explained by
picturing three different layers on top of the world. These are invisible unless being shined upon by light circles, but can affect
objects within that layer. These lights can be found in lanterns, and by defeating the game bosses. And believe me: it sounds
more complex than it really is.
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You might have noticed that this game has gotten some rewards. If you ask me, they are rewarded. But it is with a large caveat:
it is NOT for the visuals, sounds, story progression and least of all the voice acting. All of these are serviceable yet basic (okay,
except the voice acting: that is - I can't deny it - plain bad :( ), but serve to get the point across. Controls are pretty meh at best as
well. It's not that I expect Mario-like tight controls, but even for a puzzle platformer, this could've been better tuned, I think.

...but I was talking about the rewards. These are given for the puzzle design. And that, dear readers, is where this game really
shines (or "scheins", if you pardon my pun). While some parts of levels serve as bridging points or to give the player some
breathing room or variation, it's the puzzles that elevate this game (far) above the sum of its parts. It has a lot of these "huh...this
is impossible!"-moments where you need to think different kinds of outside the box-thinking to get to the next save point.
Whether it is about wondering where you place the lights, where you'll carry these lights to and when to (not) activate your own
shine ability can get pretty crazy.
The amazing part of this is the amount of depth that is found in a perspective (2D platforming...and one where you don't jump
5x your own height) that is in itself rather limited. That can get pretty frustrating, as you think you know that things are
impossible, but when you start trying out things, it in the end clicks when you discover that there was something that you haven't
thought of before.

So...great puzzles, pretty basic (or even below average) features for everything else. While it wouldn't really be fair to judge a
game on anything but its main selling point, I understand the downvotes it got. I can't stress it enough: YOU NEED TO
REALLY LIKE PUZZLES FIRST!! If not, then this isn't the game for you. If it is...well...this thumbs up is for you.
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one of the best puzzle platformers I have played the music,storyigameplay is amazing controls could hae done better but not
everything is absoloutly perfect!. Game is great but should have more graphics options and settings. Bora Suck♥♥♥♥♥♥. Fun
game. Very short I beat it in just three hours. The game is extended by an editor but unfortunately you can't download other
peoples maps. Thats very disappointing as that alone could have extended gameplay. Alot of the maps are more puzzle then
anything else so creating them for youself isn't that much fun. I would love to see that feature added maybe integrate steam
workshop. As it stands I give it a thumbs up but only if you know what to expect. Short but fun game.. Fun puzzle game to play
with a friend.. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥there are a lot of trees. Everything wants to kill you, and most of it can.. This is a neat little VR
game. It was fun to explore the apartment to see what I could find and I have to say that I loved Godzilla. That was a nice touch.
I'm a bit sad that the TV didn't work and I couldn't start an alien invasion with either the helicopter or the plane. This game also
doesn't have very much replay value. Sadly. Having said that though I would recommend this game to other VR players out
there. It's only $6 and offers a fun experience. It's also great to show off when people come to visit as it's a perfect intro to VR
game.

If you want to check out my experience with VROOM: Aerie then feel free to check out the video below.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NFOUbjN81YU. Caught my attention trying out F2P - Dark Side,
left it aside,
bought the ' Born of Fire 'Bundle to start from the very beginning.

Captivating.
For the patience, meticulous and keen eyes.
Paying attention to abnormalities, piece all the plots and puzzles together.

Impressed with the amount of details, interactions and how the story played out.

Takes much initiative, thinking cap, plannings to complete in Hard mode,
without skips nor hints,
gathering all collectibles and fulfill all achievements in one playthrough.

A worthy experience.. A smart bullet-hell/shoot 'em up. A must buy for Ikaruga fans!
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